TM Procurement

This module is part of the TM Master software suite
– a product from Tero Marine (teromarine.com)

STREAMLINE YOUR PROCUREMENT
Our procurement module helps you stay in charge of all
purchasing activities throughout your fleet. It is easily
scalable, and has an intuitively arranged interface with a
lot of powerful functions and features at your fingertips.
TM Procurement is a cost- and time-saving system, tailored to the needs of the
maritime industry. The module, which is fully integrated in TM Master, streamlines the
entire procurement process from requisition to delivery and payment.

CENTRALISED PROCUREMENT
TM Procurement is designed to centralise and manage ship-shore purchasing
information from an entire fleet of vessels, and can be scaled to fit the individual
shipowner’s workflow.
This module helps you to stay in charge of all purchasing activities throughout the
fleet. Overview windows list requisitions and orders along with their current status.
Detail windows give you all the information you need, and keeps you in control.
The fleet management features allow you to approve requisitions received from a
vessel, with the option to make any amendments necessary. The built-in replication
manager guarantees that all relevant information is readily available on board, as well
as to your purchasing department, making the procurement process an easier task. →

TM Master® software suite

3 	Entire fleet overview
3 	Easily scalable
3 	Ship-shore replication
3 	Send RFQs electronically

Easy integration:
TM Procurement has a seamless integration towards third party systems such as:
3 	Accounting systems:
ShipNet / SNACS and Eyeshare / Visma
3 Logistic system: DSV
3 E-commerce system: ShipServ

Order main details

Fleet order summary

The entire procurement process, from
on board requisitioning to sending RFQs,
evaluating quotations from suppliers,
approvals, issuing of POs and on board
receipts, can be processed electronically.
This speeds up the process by eliminating
printouts/signatures etc. and also allows for
electronic archiving of completed orders.

ON BOARD PROCUREMENT
The on board procurement features enable
personnel on the vessel to administer all
important purchasing activities. All vessels in
a fleet are connected through one common
system, and onshore personnel can monitor
all activities in the cross-fleet overview.

Consumables details

CUSTOMISATION & MAIN FUNCTIONS
TM Procurement has been designed with the end-user in mind.
An intuitively arranged interface with the ability to create user-defined views, gives you control
at a glance. A lot of powerful functions and features are at your fingertips, such as:
◆	Summary screen of order status for the entire fleet, or for any selected vessel
◆	Send RFQs electronically to suppliers and evaluate multiple quotations
◆	Split requisitions into several purchase orders
◆	Follow up receiving process and create rest orders
◆	Electronic filing system for finished orders
◆	Reminder function
◆	Connect orders to docking projects and claims
◆	Budget and accounts
◆	Effective all-purpose search function of purchase documents
◆	Powerful drag-and-drop functionality
◆	Define user access levels and link them to an approval matrix
◆	Add any files and documents

READY FOR THE FUTURE
SPECIFICATIONS & REQUIREMENTS:

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS TM MASTER V2:

TM Master is a true object-oriented application, designed and
programmed using Microsoft .Net technology. Our databases
run on the Microsoft SQL-server, while a well-defined system is
preferred for synchronizing data between vessel and shore.

Client: Minimum 4 GB RAM (8 GB recommended), 10 GB free disk space, Windows 7 or 8, .NET 4.0 Framework (.NET 4.5 is recommended).
Minimum screen resolution 1280x1024 pixels (recommended 1920x1080 or 1600x1200).

TM Master is designed to work with future operating systems.
It is also ideally suited for integration with third party software,
such as accounting systems or other ERP software solutions.

Server: Depending on database size, minimum 8 GB (recommended 12 GB+) / 50 GB free disk space / Windows 2008 R2 server operating
system or newer with latest service pack / SQL Server Express 2008 or SQL Server 2008 (SQL Server 2012/2014 recommended), .NET 4.0
Framework Extended (.NET 4.5 recommended).
All new versions of TM Master require .NET 4.0 Framework (.NET 4.5 is recommended). Information related to TM Master Version 2.6 – Dec 2014.
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